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Be Ready for Takeoff with PJI.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Distribution Agreement with ACES Systems

Pilot John International (PJi) announces a new distributorship agreement
with ACES Systems. PJi is pleased to offer proven vibration analysis and
balance solutions to our customers for tracking and balancing their aircraft.
The product line includes systems for aircraft engine fan and turbine balance,
helicopter rotor track and balance, vibration analysis, and dynamic propeller
balance. ACES Systems’ mission is to provide simple solutions to improve
aircraft safety, performance and longevity.

ACES Systems has been a knowledge leader in the fixed-wing and helicopter
industry for more than 40 years providing vibration analysis applications and
balancing solutions. Their product line also includes the Viper II, Viper 2E,
Cobra II, Model 2020PL ProBalancer Analyzer, Model 1015 ProBalancer Sport,
TraX, and Model 1752B Jet Engine Data Acquisition Module. ACES Systems’
versatile products are compact, offer more functionality and accuracy,
improve engine performance and take-off, reduce passenger discomfort, and
extend component life.

“We are excited to offer the ACES Systems product line, trusted by OEMs and
major airlines. Stocking ACES Systems provides our loyal customers with their
crucial maintenance requirements and builds on our reputation for
supporting their needs,” said John Werner, PJi President, and CEO.

View the complete ACES Systems product line here. See what else is new at
Pilot John International by visiting our website at PilotJohn.com or contacting
our aviation specialists at hello@pilotjohn.com.
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Pilot John International (PJi) is the global leader in aviation support,
representing best-in-class manufacturers across a wide range of product
categories. Serving the aviation industry for more than 20 years, PJi is the
trusted source for airlines, corporate flight departments, general aviation, and
the military. Our team is committed to providing the support and knowledge
you need to maintain your aircraft and be flight ready!
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